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Cyclic deformation features of a copper bicrystal with an
embedded grain and surrounding grain boundary
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Abstract

Cyclic stress–strain response, surface slip morphology and saturation dislocation patterns in a copper bicrystal with an
embedded grain GE and a surrounding grain boundary (GB) were investigated and compared with those of its matrix monocrystal
by multi-step cyclic straining at room temperature in air. The experimental results showed that the cyclic stress–strain (CSS) curve
of the matrix monocrystal exhibited a plateau region with the saturation resolved shear stresses of 28.8–29.4 MPa in the plastic
resolved shear strain range of 4.7×10−4–3.18×10−3. However, the copper bicrystal displayed relatively higher saturation
stresses of 32.2–36.0 MPa, if modified by the orientation factor of the matrix grain, indicating no apparent plateau region in its
CSS curve. Surface observations revealed that the primary slip system was dominant in both grains GM and GE except near the
surrounding GB. By the electron channeling contrast (ECC) technique in scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the dislocation
patterns of the bicrystal and the matrix monocrystal were observed. It was found that the two-phase structure of persistent slip
bands (PSBs) and dislocation veins can nucleate in both grains GM and GE after cyclic deformation of the bicrystal. Based on the
experimental results above, the effects of the surrounding GB and the embedded grain GE on the cyclic stress–strain response of
the bicrystal were discussed. Those results might provide an experimental evidence for understanding the difference in CSS curves
between copper single- and poly-crystals. © 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As pointed out by Lukas and Kunz [1], the effects of
grain boundaries (GBs) and component grains on the
cyclic stress–strain response of polycrystals had not
been clearly understood. It is well-known that the cyclic
stress–strain (CSS) curve of the single-slip-oriented
copper single crystal clearly shows three stages, i.e. A, B
and C regions [2]. In particular, the saturation resolved
shear stress nearly maintains the constant value of
28–30 MPa, which is independent of strain amplitude
and crystal orientation in the region B of the CSS curve
[3]. This saturation resolved shear stress is equal to the
stress activating persistent slip bands (PSBs) [3,4].
Meanwhile, the CSS curves of polycrystalline copper
have been widely investigated and the results showed a

great difference with that of the copper single crystals
[5–11]. Mughrabi [7], Lukas and Kunz [8] suggested
that the plateau behavior in copper single crystals was
associated with the formation of PSBs and no apparent
plateau existed in the CSS curve of polycrystals. In
particular, the effects of dislocation arrangements and
GBs on the CSS response of polycrystals are not very
clear. Bicrystals are often regarded as ideal model mate-
rials to reveal the effects of GBs and crystal orienta-
tions on the plastic deformation mechanisms [12–18]. It
has been known that the flow stress of polycrystal is
greater than that of a single crystal and multiple slip
often occurs at the early stage of plastic deformation in
polycrystal due to the presence of GBs [13–18]. How-
ever, the studies on the cyclic deformation behavior of
bicrystals were rather scarce. In this series of work
[19–24], the cyclic deformation behavior of copper
bicrystals with perpendicular or parallel GB has been
investigated systematically. It was found that the com-
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ponent crystal orientations in a copper bicrystal with a
perpendicular GB have a decisive effect on their CSS
curves [19–22], however, a different degree of GB
strengthening effect on the copper bicrystals with a
parallel GB was observed [23,24]. In this paper, the
cyclic deformation features of a copper bicrystal with
an embedded grain GE and a surrounding GB will be
further investigated for better understanding the fatigue
mechanism of polycrystals.

2. Experimental procedure

A copper bicrystal, in which a large grain GE inlaid a
matrix grain GM, was grown from the OFHC copper of
99.999% purity by the Bridgman method in a horizon-
tal furnace. Two fatigue specimens were prepared from
the as-grown crystal. Fig. 1(a) is a fatigue specimen of
the copper bicrystal (denoted as B) with an embedded
grain GE and a surrounding GB. Fig. 1(b) is a fatigue
specimen of the matrix monocrystal (denoted as M).
The specimen size and the orientation of the bicrystal
and its matrix monocrystal are the same. By X-ray
Laue back-reflection method, the stress axis orientation
of the matrix monocrystal was determined as [2( 57], a
typical single-slip orientation. Whereas, the orientation
of the embedded grain GE was not examined because it
is relatively small and difficult to be detected by this
technique. Before cyclic deformation, both the bicrystal
and the matrix monocrystal specimens were electro-pol-
ished carefully for surface observation. Symmetrical
push–pull tests were performed on a Shimadzu servo-
hydraulic testing machine under constant plastic strain
control at room temperature in air. A triangle wave
with a frequency range of 0.05–0.3 Hz was used. The
peak loads in tension and compression were recorded
continuously and the hysteresis loops were registered in
interval on an X–Y recorder. The CSS curves of the

bicrystal and the matrix monocrystal were determined
by multi-step testing method. The applied axial plastic
strain amplitude were 2.2×10−4, 5.4×10−4, 1.0×
10−3 and 1.5×10−3, respectively. After cyclic defor-
mation under four-step strain amplitudes, the surface
slip morphology was observed by optical microscopy
(OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
respectively.

To examine the saturation dislocation patterns of the
specimens, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is
a widely used method. However, TEM investigations
require thin foil specimens and only a relatively small
area can be investigated. Therefore, there are some
disadvantages of the TEM technique which limit the
field of applications. Recently, the electron channelling
contrast (ECC) technique in SEM has been successfully
applied to study the dislocation patterns in deformed
metals [25,26], such as stainless steel [27], nickel [28,29],
copper [30–32] and aluminum [33]. It has been gener-
ally recognized that the SEM-ECC technique can reveal
some information which is difficult to achieve by con-
ventional the TEM technique. For example, it allows
the observations of dislocation patterns over the whole
cross-section of the specimen, and especially at some
special sites, such as in the vicinity of GB [22,34,35] and
within deformation bands [30,31]. Therefore, the SEM-
ECC technique was also used for the present study. The
fatigued specimens were polished again to observe the
surface dislocation patterns within grain and near the
GB by the SEM-ECC technique. The operation condi-
tions of the SEM-ECC technique can refer to the
previous work [22,30–32,34,35]. In the end, the bicrys-
tal specimen was cut from the middle part along the
stress axis to observe the dislocation arrangements in
the interior of the embedded grain GE.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Cyclic hardening and saturation beha6ior

Fig. 2 shows the cyclic hardening curves of the
bicrystal (B) and the matrix monocrystal (M). It can be
seen that the cyclic stresses of the bicrystal are basically
equal to those of the matrix monocrystal below 100
cycles at the axial plastic strain amplitude of 2.2×
10−4. With further cyclic deformation, the bicrystal
began to show a relatively higher stress than the matrix
monocrystal until cyclic saturation occurred. The ma-
trix monocrystal began to saturate about at 8000–
10 000 cycles with an axial saturation stress of 61.2
MPa. However, the cyclic number of saturation was in
the range of 12 000–14 000 and shows a relatively
higher saturation stress of 68.4 MPa. After cyclic satu-
ration of the specimens, a higher strain amplitude was
applied. It can be seen that both the bicrystal and the

Fig. 1. Fatigue specimens of the copper bicrystal and the matrix
monocrystal. (a) Copper bicrystal; (b) matrix copper monocrystal.
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Fig. 2. Cyclic hardening curves of the copper bicrystal and the matrix
monocrystal.

Fig. 3. Cyclic stress–strain curves of the copper bicrystal and the
matrix monocrystal. (a) The curves of axial saturation stress vs axial
plastic strain; (b) the curves of saturation resolved shear stress vs
plastic resolved shear strain.

matrix monocrystal exhibited a small amount of initial
hardening, consequent softening before saturated. The
saturation stresses of the bicrystal and the matrix
monocrystal at all the strain amplitudes are listed in
Table 1. The CSS curves of the bicrystal and the matrix
monocrystal are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and (b). It is
apparent that the axial saturation stresses of the matrix
monocrystal nearly maintains constant value of 61.2–
62.1 MPa, i.e. its CSS curve shows an obvious plateau
region at the applied strain range. By using the Schmid
factor (VM=0.471) of the [2( 57] orientation, the plateau
saturation resolved shear stress of the matrix monocrys-
tal was calculated and is equal to 28.8–29.4 MPa. This
result is in good agreement with that of the copper
single crystal oriented for single-slip [2–4]. However,
the saturation stress of the bicrystal is obviously higher
than that of its matrix monocrystal and increases with
strain amplitude, i.e. its CSS curve does not show a
plateau behavior. If the saturation resolved shear
stresses of the bicrystal were also calculated by using
the Schmid factor of 0.471, they should be in the range
of 32.2–36.0 MPa, which are apparently higher than
those (28–30 MPa) of copper single crystal [2–4] or the
matrix monocrystal. It is indicated that the embedded
grain GE and the surrounding GB should play certain

strengthening role in the bicrystal during cyclic
deformation.

3.2. Slip morphology obser6ation

Surface observations showed that only the primary
slip system was activated in the matrix monocrystal at
the applied strain range, which agrees well with its CSS
curve (Fig. 3). However, the slip morphology of the

Table 1
Saturation stress and strain data of the bicrystal (B) and its matrix monocrystal (M)

tas (MPa)gpl (×10−4)sas (MPa) N (cycles)opl (×10−4)Specimen

68.4 4.72.2Bicrystal (B) 32.2 20 000
70.6 11.5 33.35.4 5000

300073.2 21.2 34.510
15 76.3 31.8 36.0 2000

28.84.761.2 20 0002.2Monocrystal (M)
500061.6 11.55.4 29.0

10 300029.221.261.9
200029.431.862.115
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Fig. 4. Whole slip morphology of the bicrystal.

bicrystal exhibited different features. Fig. 4 shows the
whole slip morphology of the cyclically saturated
bicrystal by the four-step straining. The primary slip
bands spread all over the area of the matrix grain GM,
but secondary slip lines were seen only near the sur-
rounding GB. More detailed features of the slip bands
within the grain GM at one end of the embedded grain
GE were shown in Fig. 5(a). It is indicated that the
embedded grain GE became a strong obstacle to the
primary slip bands within the matrix grain GM during
cyclic deformation. The secondary slip lines along sur-
rounding GB were enlarged and shown in Fig. 5(b). It
can be seen that the total number of the activated slip
systems is basically equal to 4, which is in roughly
consistent with the predication by Kocks [12]. Appar-
ently, the surrounding GB can lead to the plastic strain
incompatibility and the operation of secondary slip
during cyclic deformation of the bicrystal. This result is
well consistent with those observed in the fatigued
copper bicrystals with a parallel GB [23,24]. In addi-
tion, there is only one group of primary slip bands
within the embedded grain GE except near the GB, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). In particular, the primary slip bands
within the embedded grain GE are very coarse and can
produce some affected zones within the grain GM,
indicating that strong plastic strain incompatibility and
higher stress concentration near the GB may exist.

3.3. Obser6ations on dislocation patterns by SEM-ECC
technique

Instead of the commonly used TEM technique, the
SEM-ECC technique was adopted for observing the
dislocation patterns in the present study. The results
show that the saturation dislocation patterns in the
matrix monocrystal consisted of the two-phase struc-
ture [36], i.e. PSBs and dislocation veins, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). This dislocation pattern is consistent with the
plateau behavior in its CSS curve [36–38]. However,
the dislocation patterns in the copper bicrystal dis-

played a different feature at different regions on its
surface. Within the grain GM, the dislocation patterns
are also composed of the two-phase structure of PSBs
and veins, similar to that in the matrix monocrystal.
Fig. 6(b) and (c) show the dislocation patterns near the
surrounding GB, it can be seen that the PSBs in both
grains GM and GE can reach the GB, but can not

Fig. 5. Slip morphology near the GBs. (a) Slip morphology at one
end of the embedded grain; (b) beside the surrounding GB.
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Fig. 6. Saturation dislocation patterns observed by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-electron channeling contrast (ECC) technique. (a)
Dislocation pattern in the matrix monocrystal; (b) and (c) dislocation patterns near the surrounding grain boundary (GB); (d) dislocation patterns
in the interior of the embedded grain.

transfer through it and became irregular and discontin-
uous. It is consistent with the surface slip morphology
near the GB (in Fig. 5(b)). Those irregular dislocation
should be the result of the operation of secondary slip
near the GB. To further reveal the dislocation arrange-
ments in the interior of the embedded grain, the bicrys-
tal was cut from the middle part along the stress axis.
The observations show that the embedded grain is
approximately 1.5 mm in depth and the ladder-like PSB
structure (Fig. 6(d)) is more striking than that on the
surface. Clearly, the two-phase structure of PSBs and
dislocation veins can nucleate in both grains GM and
GE, but the ladder-like PSBs can not pass through the
surrounding GB during cyclic deformation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Stress distribution analysis of the bicrystal

Based on the CSS curves (Fig. 3(a) and (b)) of the
bicrystal and its matrix monocrystal, it can be assumed
that their stress distributions may be shown in Fig. 7(a)
and (b). As the matrix monocrystal was cyclically satu-

rated, the plastic strains will be carried by the PSBs, as
shown in Fig. 6(a) and illustrated in Fig. 7(a). It is well
known that the plateau saturation resolved shear
stresses of the single-slip-oriented copper single crystal
at room temperature are in the range of 28–30 MPa,
which correspond to the stress tas

PSB activating the PSBs.
From Fig. 3(b), it is apparent that the saturation re-
solved shear stresses of the matrix monocrystal are in
the range of 28.8–29.4 MPa, which are in good consis-
tence with that in copper single crystals [2–4]. Conse-
quently, as shown in Fig. 7(a), it can be considered that
the saturation resolved shear stress tas

M of the matrix
monocrystal should be equal to the stress tas

PSB activat-
ing PSBs, i.e.

tas
M=tas

PSB=sas
MVM (1)

where, sas
M is the axial saturation stress, VM is the

Schmid factor of primary slip system of the matrix
monocrystal and equal to 0.471. Similarly, as shown in
Fig. 7(b), the saturation resolved shear stress tas

B of the
bicrystal along the primary slip of the matrix grain GM

can be calculated as follows

tas
B =sas

B VM (2)
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where, sas
B is the axial saturation stress of the bicrystal.

SEM-ECC observations showed that the PSBs can also
form within the embedded grain GE, as shown in Fig.
6(b) and (c). Hence, it may be considered that the
resolved shear stress tas

E along the primary slip of the
embedded grain GE can be calculated as

tas
E =tas

PSB=sas
E VE (3)

where, sas
E is the axial saturation stress acting on the

embedded grain GE, VE is the Schmid factor of acti-
vated slip system of the embedded grain. The calculated
results by using Eqs. (1) and (2) are listed in Table 1.
Apparently, the saturation stresses of the bicrystal are
higher than those of the matrix monocrystal, the differ-
ence is

Dtas=tas
B −tas

M

= (sas
B −sas

M)VM (4)

It means that the surrounding GB and the embedded
grain GE should play a strengthening role in the bicrys-
tal. The surface observations of slip bands and disloca-
tion patterns might provide a powerful evidence for it.
To better understand the effects of the embedded grain
and the GB on the bicrystal, one can classify the
stresses acting on the bicrystal into three parts, i.e. (1)
axial saturation stress sas

M on the matrix grain GM; (2)
axial saturation stress sas

E on the embedded grain GE;
and (3) additional stress sas

GB caused by the surrounding
GB. Those stresses should have the following relation

sas
B =sas

MVM+sas
E VE+sas

GB

=sas
M+sas

GB+ (sas
E −sas

M)VE (5)

where, VM and VE are the volume fractions of the
grains GM and GE in the bicrystal and VM+VE=1.
Rearranging Eq. (5) gives

(sas
B −sas

M)=sas
GB+ (sas

E −sas
M)VE (6)

Substituting Eqs. (1)–(4) into Eq. (6) gives

Dtas= (sas
B −sas

M)VM

=sas
GBVM+ (sas

E −sas
M)VMVE

=sas
GBVM+tas

PSB�VM

VE

−1
�

VE (7)

Since Dtas results from the existence of GB and the
embedded grain, the following may be assumed

Dtas=Dtas
GB+Dtas

E (8)

where,

Dtas
GB=sas

GBVM (9)

Dtas
E =tas

PSB�VM

VE

−1
�

VE (10)

Dtas
GB is strengthening stress caused by the GB, Dtas

E

can be defined as strengthening or weakening stress
caused by the embedded grain. Therefore, the stress
difference Dtas between the bicrystal and its matrix
monocrystal should be affected by Dtas

GB and Dtas
E , or

the GB and the embedded grain. The effects of the
surrounding GB and the embedded grain will be dis-
cussed in the following sections, respectively.

4.2. Effect of the surrounding grain boundary

By observing the surface slip morphology of the
bicrystal, it can be seen that the secondary slip lines
were activated beside the GB, indicating that the seri-
ous plastic strain incompatibility occurred near the GB
during cyclic deformation. For the bicrystals [13–18]
subjected to plastic deformation, it has been proved
that the plastic strain incompatibility often led to the
operation of secondary slip and produced GB strength-
ening effect on the bicrystals. Recently, the strengthen-
ing mechanism of the GB on copper bicrystal under
cyclic loading was discussed in detail [23,24]. It was
found that the strengthening effect of GB on [6( 79]/[1( 45]
copper bicrystal increased with strain amplitude and led
to the disappearance of plateau region of its CSS curve.
This GB strengthening effect was attributed to the GB
resistance to the PSBs [24]. By the SEM-ECC tech-
nique, it has been observed that the ladder-like PSB
structures became irregular and discontinuous near the
GB (see Fig. 6(b) and (c)). Those observations should
support a powerful evidence for the GB strengthening

Fig. 7. Diagrammatic sketches of stress distribution in the bicrystal
and the matrix monocrystal. (a) Stress distribution in the bicrystal;
(b) stress distribution in the matrix monocrystal.
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic sketches of the cyclic stress–strain (CSS) curves
between the bicrystal and the matrix monocrystal. (a) The Schmid
factor VM of the matrix grain is higher than that VE of the embedded
grain; (b) the Schmid factor VM of the matrix grain is lower than that
VE of the embedded grain.

classified into two cases, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b),
and will be further discussed in the next section. At all
the four strain amplitudes, the additional stress Dtas

GB to
PSBs will not be a constant, but increased with strain
amplitude, i.e.

Dtas
GB(gpl

1 )=Dtas
1

Dtas
GB(gpl

2 )=Dtas
2

Dtas
GB(gpl

3 )=Dtas
3

Dtas
GB(gpl

4 )=Dtas
4 (12)

where, gpl
1 =2.2×10−4/VM, gpl

2 =5.4×10−4/VM, gpl
3 =

1.0×10−3/VM, gpl
4 =1.5×10−3/VM, and

Dtas
1 BDtas

2 BDtas
3 BDtas

4 (13)

From Eqs. (12) and (13), it can be clearly understood
why the saturation stresses of the bicrystal increased
with strain amplitude and the plateau region of its CSS
curve disappeared.

4.3. Effect of the embedded grain

By the observations of surface slip morphology and
dislocation patterns, the two-phase structure of PSBs
and dislocation veins can form in both grains GM and
GE after cyclic deformation of the bicrystal. If the stress
activating the PSBs within grains GM and GE is the
same and ranges from 28 to 30 MPa, the effect of the
embedded grain GE on the bicrystal can be classified
into two cases according to the Schmid factor ratio
VM/VE of the grain GM to grain GE. (1) As the Schmid
factor VM of the grain GM is higher than that VE of the
grain GE, i.e. VM/VE \1, the axial stress sas

E applying
on the grain GE will be higher than that sas

M acting on
the matrix grain GM during cyclic saturation. That
means

tas
PSB

VM

=sas
MBsas

E =
tas

PSB

VE

(14)

From Eq. (10), one can know that

VM

VE

\1, [Dtas
E\0 (15)

Consequently, it can be concluded that the embedded
grain should play a strengthening effect on the bicrystal
since Dtas

E is a positive value. In this case, the relation
of the CSS curves between the bicrystal and its matrix
monocrystal will be illustrated in Fig. 8(a). The satura-
tion resolved shear stress of the bicrystal at all the
strain amplitudes will be always higher than that of the
matrix monocrystal. The present bicrystal is very simi-
lar to the case in Fig. 8(a). On the contrary, as the
Schmid factor VM of the grain GM is lower than that VE

of the grain GE, i.e. VM/VEB1, the axial stress sas
E

applying on the grain GE will be lower than that sas
M

effect on the bicrystal. Based on the results above, it is
possible that the surrounding GB will also play a
remarkable strengthening effect on the bicrystal during
cyclic deformation. The stress difference Dtas between
the bicrystal and its matrix monocrystal can be partly
attributed to the additional stress Dtas

GB caused by GB.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the additional stress
Dtas

GB of the GB to PSBs within the grains GM and GE

may be increased with increasing plastic strain ampli-
tude, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Meanwhile, Dtas

GB may be a
function of plastic strain amplitude during cyclic
deformation

Dtas
GB=Dtas

i = f(gpl
i ) (11)

If the Schmid factor ratio VM/VE of the grain GM to
grain GE is considered, the relation of the CSS curves
between the bicrystal and its matrix monocrystal can be
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acting on the grain GM during cyclic saturation. That
means

tas
PSB

VM

=sas
M\sas

B =
tas

PSB

VE

(16)

Similarly, from Eq. (10), it has the following relation

VM

VE

B1, [Dtas
EB0 (17)

Under this condition, it can be considered that the
grain GE should play a weakening effect on the bicrys-
tal because Dtas

E is a negative value. As a result, the
relation of the CSS curves between the bicrystal and its
matrix monocrystal will be illustrated in Fig. 8(b). At
low strain amplitude, the saturation stress tas

B of the
bicrystal may be lower than that tas

M of the monocrys-
tal. With increasing strain amplitude, the saturation
stress tas

B of the bicrystal will be increased owing to the
GB strengthening effect Dtas

GB, however, the saturation
stress tas

M of the monocrystal still maintains the constant
value. At intermediate strain amplitude, the saturation
stress tas

B of the bicrystal may be equal to that tas
M of the

monocrystal, indicating that the strengthening effect
Dtas

GB caused by the GB is equal to the weakening effect
Dtas

E by the embedded grain. Obviously, the present
results of the bicrystal can be illustrated in Fig. 8(a),
which is different from the case in Fig. 8(b). From Eq.
(10), if the volume faction VE and the Schmid factor VE

of the embedded grain are constant, the strengthening
or weakening effect Dtas

E caused by the embedded grain
should also be constant, i.e.

Dtas
E =tas

PSB�VM

VE

−1
�

VE=Constant (18)

For the present bicrystal, the Schmid factor VM of
the grain GM is equal to 0.471, nearly reaches the
maximum value of 0.5, however, the orientation of the
embedded grain is unknown. By analogy with correla-
tion of their CSS curves, it is suggested that the effect
of the embedded grain should belong to the case in Fig.
8(a).

5. Conclusions

By comparing the cyclic deformation behavior of a
copper bicrystal containing an embedded grain with
that of its matrix monocrystal, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn.

(1) The bicrystal exhibited obviously higher stress
than its matrix monocrystal during cyclic deformation.
The CSS curve of the monocrystal showed a plateau
region with the saturation stress tas

M of 28.8–29.4 MPa,
however, the saturation stress tas

B of the bicrystal was
increased from 32.2 to 36.0 MPa and there was no any
plateau region in its CSS curve.

(2) Surface observations showed that the slip bands
were discontinuous in the bicrystal and the secondary
slip bands were activated beside the surrounding GB.
By SEM-ECC technique, it is found that the two-phase
structure of ladder-like PSBs and dislocation veins can
form in both grains GM and GE, as well as in the matrix
monocrystal. The PSBs became irregular and discontin-
uous as they reached the GB. In particular, PSBs can
nucleate in the interior of the embedded grain.

(3) By analyzing the stress distributions in the bicrys-
tal and its matrix monocrystal, It is indicated that the
surrounding GB should always play a strengthening
effect on the bicrystal and lead to the disappearance of
plateau region of its CSS curve. The embedded grain
should provide a strengthening effect on the present
bicrystal. Those results might provide an experimental
evidence for the controversy about the CSS curves
between copper single- and poly-crystals.
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